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New Tower Project - We are concerned by the significant (€7m) discrepancy between material

supplied by the IAA ANSP (€43m) and outturn costs (€50m). CAR must now investigate this 16% cost
discrepancy and update airlines urgently.

Radar Replacements - €12.Gm is planned to be spent on radar replacements throughout RP3 (Dublin
radar 2 project alongside the new Dublin radar building and national upgrades). Please confirm
whether the IAA considered utilising overlapping radar coverage to eliminate the need for this project
without having to increase to SNM separations within Dublin TMA. Please also confirm whether
satellite-based alternatives to radar were considered in the Capex evaluation process.

EASDS Replacement-€6.Sm is proposed to be spent on a contingency system in the event of a failure
of the COOPANS system. Why does COOPANS not have an in-built redundancy given the significant
Capex spend planned on this new system (€19m) in the draft performance plan?

Climate Action Plan - While Ryanair supports efforts to deliver greener and more climate-friendly
operations, we have not been provided with any quantitative benefits or confirmed projects
associated with this proposed €Sm Capex. Please confirm how this €Sm Capex will be utilised and the
expected benefits associated with this.

Cork ATC Extension - €2.3m is proposed to be spent on extending rest facilities and adding storage
space. CAR was not provided with sufficient information to justify this project and the IAA ANSP must
now confirm why the current rest facilities are no longer sufficient and what additional storage space
is now required at Cork Tower. The cost of this project is excessive and lacks justification for its
necessity.

ATCO Screen Replacement - €1.Sm is planned to replace 111 ATCO screens at a cost of €13.Sk per
screen. Please provide justification for the screen replacements and why the cost per screen is so high.
These costs are disproportionate to the project being proposed.

Temperature Checking Equipment - €220k is proposed to be spent on temperature checking
equipment for IAA ANSP facilities. Given that C19 restrictions are progressively being relaxed, please
confirm if IAA ANSP has considered a temporary alternative which could be delivered at a significantly
lower cost. Additionally, please also confirm what measures are currently in place, why they are no
longer considered to be fit for purpose, and the cost being incurred as a result of providing these
measures.

BMS Upgrade - €500k is proposed to be spent on an upgraded building management system for 2
facilities. This is an unacceptable cost that lacks justification.

Mt Gabriel-We note that despite claims during the consultation that each project proposed by the
IAA ANSP was reviewed by CAR, the 30th July draft performance plan document stated that "as this
project was not included in the original draft of the revised Business Plan, we have not had sufficient
time to comprehensively review the project." CAR must now review this project in line with other
Capex proposals and the IAA ANSP must clarify why this project was not included in the initial
publication of the draft Performance Plan. As we have not been able to review the merit associated
with this Capex, we object to this proposal.

IP Network Ro/lout- We note that this €1m project went live in December 2020. Please confirm the
period to recoup these costs and the annual impact on the IAA's cost base.
Integrated Met Server- €1.Bm is proposed to be spent to obtain accurate local weather information

and replacement of ATIS systems. Please confirm whether SWIM-delivered weather feeds were
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